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OVERSPENDING OTHER PEOPLES MONEY, 
“OPM”,  

SEEMS SPORT FOR OUR PRESIDENT AND 
BOARD MEMBERS! 

At the March 12th Annual Membership Meeting, Mark Zucker the Delaire Treasurer, 
made a FALSE CHARGE stating that the LEGAL expenses increased for the years 2015 
/2016  were entirely due to the BRECKER LITIGATION. There was an immediate 
challenge. The resulting come back showcased not only the FALSITY of the 
announcement, but HOW mandatory members' money is put at risk!  

It took 51 days with 7 requests and the engagement of two Lawyers to get the 
information. Florida law states: “A member’s written request has to be instantly granted as 
per Statute 617.1604”. The board’s debased none response cost thousands of 
dollars.  The requested information was available at the DELAIRE office. It could have 
been furnished from our staff without costing any money.  Click here to see the 
heavily redacted bills.  Redacting the bills only causes me to wonder what are they 
trying to hide now. 

The details to the explanation of the “LEGAL FEES” were finally received. “Not from the 
club, but from the board’s attorney’s office”. That cost all of us a lot of money.  It 
expresses the ABUSE of POWER and WASTE of “OPM”. Now we know why our dues are 
among the highest in Southern Florida.  

BEAT THEM UP! That is the motto of KARPEL & CO.  Such childlike responses lead to 
more litigation. It was the club that yearned to "POKE THE BEAR” with their untruthful, 
demeaning, false assaults.  NOW they have been proven wrong!  

 
What did the details show that were so costly to acquire?  

The board spent unnecessary money that was already safeguarded by the D & O 
insurance.  AIG was already in the process. Individuals buy insurance to protect them 
from adversities. People pay premiums instead of gambling on the unknown! One would 
have to question the duplication of the safeguards they have already paid for. 

Arthur Newman and Curt Karpel have acted unreasonably by engaging Dicker Krivok & 
Stoloff P.A., DUPLICATING  Boyd  Richards Parker& Colonnelli  P.L., that 
were  engaged  by “AIG”, the carrier of the clubs D &O insurance.  Such a bizarre deed 
DEMONSTRATES that we are being managed by incompetents.  A similar repeat of doing 
it “two times” was replicated on our golf courses! 



We hired Kipp  Schulties the golf architect to destroy JOE LEE’S SUPERBLY DESIGNED 
GOLF COURSE.  Now we are going to undo the KIPP SCHULTIES unpopular design to 
restore what JOE LEE DESIGNED ORIGINALLY! This is a scandalous mishandling of 
mandatory membership monies. AND WE ALLOW THIS?  ARE WE CRAZY? 

We paid millions of dollars to destroy what we already had.  We ended up with a 
masterpiece of brown hideous pine hay.  Hay is ugly and blows away! Grass grows, lasts 
and is beautiful. 

In the April 21st minutes Steve Saltzman, Greens Committee Chair, revealed; “we will 
focus on the summer schedule course enhancement breaking up large pine straw areas 
with more grass”.  He continued “Course improvements such as adding bunkers and other 
changes will be addressed in future years”.  Simply stated “we will replace what we have 
destroyed”.  Continuing with such waste may result in Bankruptcy.  How can the 
membership allow this MISMANAGEMENT TO CONTINUE?  

ZUCKER, crafting false statements forwarded documents attributable to BRECKER legal 
expenses for both years 2015 / 2016 were $72,588.  The invoices submitted by the 
Delaire lawyer were $39,175 which is almost 50% less. FALSE NEWS. The invoices were 
heavily redacted so we do not know if the charges are genuine. But if they are, it shows 
how our money is being wasted. 

The flying brown hay exemplifies wasted dollars. Such a blunder cannot be hidden from 
view. Mark Zucker’s “ballyhoo” regarding the BRECKER LITIGATION has now 
UNMASKED  the shrouded and wasted dollars.  That is why they made it so difficult and 
costly to get the information?  Costing more money! 

There is no transparency at Delaire.  The board’s approval of KILLIK’S falsely signing a 
nonvoter signature and classifying it as genuine is a telltale sign of total 
disregard!  Question:   How many others and who else is involved? IT is the most 
explosive ABUSE OF POWER!   There is other FALSE NEWS not as dramatic, but as 
important listed in the "GOOD LIFE COURSE ENHANCEMENT PROJECT”.  

WE VOTED ON THE FOLLOWING IMPROVEMENTS:  
Lake Bank restoration. Members expected all the lakes to be involved. We dug up only 4 
lakes out of 15.  

Fairways and rough re-grassing. WE got brown ugly pine hay instead of grass for our 
roughs. 

New Landscaping additions and aesthetic improvements.  We lost bunkers and got hay 
instead of grass and are in dire need of plantings all around the course. 

Cart paths, all asphalt path to be removed and replaced with concrete paths.  We have 
many sand paths not all concrete. The Woods course is almost without concrete cart 
paths. 



Disregarding the truth, then “vilifying” mandatory members that question such 
dishonesty, creates the antagonistic atmosphere at Delaire. Such an eruption keeps 
Delaire from achieving the place amongst communities which are considered a good 
place to buy a home at.  The perception brings forth this web that hopes to accomplish 
what a BLASÉ membership does not want to recognize as dangerous. But will eventually 
have to face.  

Our present state of affairs keeps us from lower dues structures, keeps our property 
values in retreat. Nothing changes until we “amend” our VOTING and GRIEVANCE 
BYLAWS.  Achieving that will restore the power to the mandatory membership and make 
the ABUSIVE BOARD powerless and hopefully disappear. GOOD RIDDANCE! 

 


